
 

Driver Briefing for Oulton Park International 4 September 2021 

Key Information: 750MC provides a single webpage with access to all the links you need for the meeting 

https://www.750mc.co.uk/calendar.htm NOTE: The Timing screen is for INFO only. OFFICIAL results, grids and any 

amendments are posted to the Online Noticeboard under “Signed Results & Grids” and marked with a “green stamp. 

Please check your grid position before races for any changes. 

 

DOCUMENTS: Information is provided in key documents. It is not repeated in this Bulletin. Final Instructions and 

Driver Circuit Briefings can be accessed on the 750 Calendar Link page / the Online Noticeboard. 
 

SPEEDMARSHAL 

CODE 60 

In the event of a Code 60 you should use the SpeedMarshal Code 60 option (5.10.9 Electrics / Bulletin 2). On seeing a Code 60 

flag immediately press the yellow SpeedMarshal button. Your rear light starts flashing yellow. Reduce speed, using whatever 

method to monitor your speed. When you reach 60kph, or drop below, your rear light will go static yellow. If you speed up if will 

start flashing yellow again. When you see the green flag and accelerate past 80kph it will return to off/red if wet.  

 

Rain light / Hazard: please ensure you choose the rain light and not the hazard light option when wet. 

 
 

RACE START 

The longer competitors take to set up, the longer the wait for those already in place on the grid.  

 On leaving the pre-gridded Assembly for the start of the green flag lap the front rows are advised not to 

race off and the rest of the grid need to keep up, particularly the back rows as this is a long lap.   

 Excessive weaving may be penalised 

 Practice starts are not allowed and wheel spinning may be penalised 

 Competitors to be aware of their grid positions before they go out to the grid, both in number and of the 

position on the tarmac as fewer marshals are available to assist set up.   

 

Safety Car: Be prepared to slow down considerably to allow it to join the circuit safely. “Appendix 3: Operation of 

the Safety Car” is attached. Please read. 
  

https://www.750mc.co.uk/calendar.htm


 

 



 

 


